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Abstract
The production of the SM Higgs φ with intermediate mass at the proposed
CERN LEP⊗LHC ep collider in γq(q¯)→W±φq′(q¯′), γq(q¯)→ Z0φq(q¯) and gγ →
qq¯φ events is studied. This is done for all possible (massive) flavours of the quarks
q(q′) and using photons generated via Compton back–scattering of laser light.
We study signatures in which the Higgs decays to bb¯–pairs and the electroweak
vector bosons W± and Z0 decay either hadronically or leptonically. All possible
backgrounds to these signals are also computed. Flavour identification on b–jets
is assumed. Explicit formulae for the helicity amplitudes of the above processes
are given.
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Introduction
The Higgs sector is one of the most investigated parts of the Standard Model (SM) [1, 2], yet
is continues to be very elusive. So far the Higgs particle has evaded all searches. Nevertheless,
a lower limit on the mass of the SM Higgs φ of ≈ 60 GeV was extracted from the lack of
e+e− → Z0 → Z0∗φ events at LEP I [3]. An upper bound of ≈ 1 TeV is expected. This was
derived by requiring the validity of perturbation theory [4] and the unitarity of the model
[5]. Therefore, if the SM Higgs φ exists, we could expect it to be discovered by the next
generation of CERN high energy colliders: LEP II (
√
see =160–200 GeV) [6] and the LHC
(
√
spp = 10, 14 TeV)[7].
LEP II will be able to cover the mass range Mφ <80–100 GeV. A Higgs with a larger
mass should be searched for at the LHC. At LEP II φ can be detected3 through a large
variety of decay channels, the most favoured being Z0φ → (µ+µ−)(bb¯). A Higgs boson
with mass Mφ
>
∼ 130 GeV is clearly detectable at the LHC using the four–lepton mode
φ → Z0Z0 → ℓℓ¯ℓℓ¯4. Due to the QCD backgrounds typical of hadron colliders, it is still
controversial whether it is possible to detect an intermediate mass Higgs5 in the mass range
90 <∼ Mφ
<
∼ 130 GeV (where φ mainly decays to bb¯ pairs). In this mass range φ can be
searched for through the rare γγ decay mode and this relies on the fact that both a high
luminosity and a very high di–photon mass resolution must be achieved at the LHC [15].
It is also unclear whether it is possible to cleanly detect the intermediate SM Higgs in
the φ → bb¯ channel using the b–tagging capabilities of vertex detectors [16, 17]. The main
difficulties being the expected low signal rates after reconstruction, the necessity to have an
accurate control on all the possible background sources and to achieve a very high b–tagging
performance [18].
In the distant future, cleaner environments for studying the Higgs boson parameters will
be the e+e− linear accelerators (
√
see = 350− 2000 GeV) [19, 20, 21, 22, 23].
At the Next Linear Collider (NLC), with
√
see = 300−500 GeV [22], the Higgs boson can
be searched for through a large number of channels over the whole intermediate mass range
[24]. The dominant production mechanism is the Bjorken reaction for
√
see below 500 GeV
while theW±W±– and Z0Z0–fusion processes [25] will dominate at larger energies. At
√
see
>
∼
500 GeV [21] a heavy Higgs can be detected in the four–jet modes φ→W±W∓, Z0Z0 → jjjj
[26, 27] in addition to the 4ℓ–mode. At higher energies,
√
see = 1 − 2 TeV [23], the same
search strategies still hold with the fusion mechanisms becoming the dominant ones.
The conversion of the linear e+e− NLCs into γγ and/or eγ colliders, by photons generated
via Compton back–scattering of laser light, will provide new possibilities for detecting and
studying the Higgs boson [28]. In γγ collisions two of the important channels will be: the
production of a heavy Higgs (up to ≈ 350 GeV) by a triangular loop of heavy fermions
or W±, with the detection via the decay mode φ → Z0Z0 → qq¯ℓ+ℓ− at √see = 500 GeV
[29], and the process γγ → tt¯φ, which appears more useful than the corresponding e+e−
one in measuring the top Yukawa coupling tφ, at
√
see = 1 − 2 TeV [30]. The eγ option at
linear colliders can be exploited for studying Higgs production via the process eγ → νeWφ,
3And produced via the Bjorken bremsstrahlung process e+e− → Z0∗ → Z0φ [8].
4With φ produced via gg– [9] or W±W∓– and Z0Z0–fusion [10].
5Via the associated production with a W± boson (decaying leptonically to ℓν) [11, 12] or a tt¯ pair (with
one t decaying semileptonically to bℓν) [13, 14].
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at
√
see = 1 − 2 TeV and over the mass range 60 GeV <∼ Mφ <∼ 150 GeV [31, 32], using
the signature W−φ → (jj)(bb¯) [33]. The cross section for the above process at such √see’s
is comparable to the fusion process e+e− → ν¯eνeW±∗W∓∗ → ν¯eνeφ and larger than the
bremsstrahlung reaction e+e− → Z0∗ → Z0φ. Finally, it has been shown in ref. [34] that the
process eγ → eγγ → eφ is the most important mechanism for φ–production at √see = 500
GeV, for Mφ
>
∼ 140 GeV.
Let us now consider the production of the SM Higgs boson at ep machines. This seems
to be beyond the capabilities of HERA [35], which has been primarily designed for providing
accurate data on the proton structure functions in the small–x region, more than for Higgs
searches [36]. In the future, another ep collider is contemplated, the CERN LEP⊗LHC
accelerator: it will combine an electron/positron beam from LEP II and a proton beam from
the LHC [7, 37]. A detailed study on the detectability of an intermediate mass SM Higgs
boson at such a machine has been presented in ref. [38]. This is based on the W±W∓–
and Z0Z0–fusion processes [36, 39, 40], with φ decaying to bb¯. It has been shown that it
should be possible to detect φ provided that a high luminosity and/or an excellent b–flavour
identification can be achieved. Only recently has the possibility of resorting to back–scattered
laser photons at the ep CERN collider been suggested [41], searching for, e.g., γq → q′W±φ
events, with φ→ bb¯ and W± → ℓν or jj, which should give detectable Higgs signals if good
Mbb¯ invariant mass resolution can be achieved and efficient b–tagging can be performed.
The purpose of this paper is to study the following reactions at the LEP⊗LHC ep collider
qγ → q′W±φ, (1)
qγ → qZ0φ, (2)
gγ → qq¯φ, (3)
in the intermediate mass range of φ, for all possible (anti)flavours of the (anti)quarks q(q′),
using laser back–scattered photons. We discuss their relevance to the detection of the SM
Higgs and the study of its parameters, with the Higgs decaying to bb¯–pairs and assuming
flavour identification on its decay products.
Although process (1) has already been studied in [41], and the part of the analysis devoted
to it here largely overlaps that study, we decided nevertheless to include it for completeness
and since, in principle, we can slightly improve the results previously obtained. In fact,
since we consider heavy quarks we include additional Higgs bremsstrahlung off quarks in
the amplitudes, even though these are suppressed with respect to contributions coming from
diagrams involving φW+W− vertices. We also computed all the necessary rates for all the
relevant backgrounds exactly, whereas these latter contributions were only estimated in [41].
Reaction (3) has been analysed in [42] for MSSM neutral Higgses, b–quarks and using
bremsstrahlung photons but to our knowledge, neither the larger energy option available at
LEP⊗LHC nor the possibility of using laser back–scattered photons has been exploited.
There are at least two important motivations for analysing processes (1)–(3) at the
LEP⊗LHC collider. First, if the SM Higgs boson turns out to have an intermediate mass
greater than the maximum value that can be reached by LEP II and if the LHC detectors are
not able to achieve the necessary performances for the predicted Higgs measurements [18],
the ep CERN collider will be the first alternative option available for studying such a Higgs,
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as it will certainly be operating before any NLC. Second, although both the cross sections
and the luminosity at LEP⊗LHC are expected to be small if compared with the LHC ones,
the CERN ep option will constitute the first TeV energy environment partially free from
the enormous QCD background typical of purely hadronic colliders. Moreover, processes
(1)–(3) have the advantage, compared to the W±W∓– and Z0Z0–fusion mechanisms, that
the additional heavy particles W± and Z0 (and also t, in principle) can be used for tagging
purposes by searching for their decays, thus increasing the signal to background ratio.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section II we give details of the calculation and the
numerical values adopted for the various parameters. Section III is devoted to the discussion
of the results, while the conclusions are in Section IV. The helicity amplitudes for processes
(1)–(3) are presented in the Appendix.
Calculation
Fig. 1 shows all the Feynman diagrams at tree level contributing to the reactions (1) and
(2) in the unitary gauge, where (q, q′, V ) represent the possible combinations (d, u,W−),
(u, d,W+) and (q, q, Z0) respectively (in the case of process (2) only the first eight diagrams
of fig. 1 contribute). Fig. 2 shows the Feynman diagrams at tree level for process (3). All
quarks have been considered massive, so diagrams with a direct coupling of φ to the fermion
lines have been taken into account.
The amplitudes squared have been computed by means of the spinor techniques of
refs. [43, 44] and, as a check, also by the method of ref. [45] The matrix elements for
the processes d¯γ → u¯W+φ / u¯γ → d¯W−φ and q¯γ → q¯Z0φ can easily be obtained by trivial
operations of charge–conjugation. All of the above amplitudes have been tested for gauge
invariance. We were also able to “roughly”6 reproduce, with appropriate couplings, hadron
distributions and luminosity function of the photons, the results of ref. [41] and of ref. [42].
Moreover, since a simple adaptation of the implemented formulae (by changing photon cou-
plings from quarks into leptons and setting the quark masses equal to zero) allowed us to
reproduce the computation of ref. [33], we have checked our helicity amplitudes in this way
also.
As proton structure functions we adopted the HMRS set B [46] (this was done in order
to make comparisons with already published work easier), setting the energy scale equal to
the center–of–mass (CM) energy at the parton level (i.e. µ =
√
sˆparton). The strong coupling
constant αs, which appears in the gluon initiated processes, has been evaluated at two loops,
for ΛQCD = 190 MeV, with a number Nf = 5 of active flavours and a scale µ equal to that
used for the proton structure functions. We are confident that changing the energy scale
and/or distribution function choice should not affect our results by more than a factor of
two7.
For the energy spectrum of the back–scattered (unpolarized) photon we have used [49]
Fγ/e(x) =
1
D(ξ)
[
1− x+ 1
1− x −
4x
ξ(1− x) +
4x2
ξ2(1− x)2
]
, (4)
6See footnote 9 below.
7We verified this in few cases by comparing the actual results to the ones obtained from the more recent
set of structure functions MRS(A) [47].
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where D(ξ) is the normalisation factor
D(ξ) =
(
1− 4
ξ
− 8
ξ2
)
ln(1 + ξ) +
1
2
+
8
ξ
− 1
2(1 + ξ)2
, (5)
and ξ = 4E0ω0/m
2
e, ω0 is the incoming laser photon energy and E0 the (unpolarized) elec-
tron/positron energy. In eq. (4) x = ω/E0 is the fraction of the energy of the incident
electron/positron carried by the back–scattered photon, with a maximum value
xmax =
ξ
1 + ξ
. (6)
In order to maximise ω while avoiding e+e− pair creation, one takes ω0 such that ξ =
2(1 +
√
2) and one gets the typical values ξ ≃ 4.8, xmax ≃ 0.83, D(ξ) ≃ 1.8.
In the case of q(g)γ scattering from ep collisions, the total cross section σ is obtained by
folding the subprocess cross section σˆ with the photon Fγ/e and hadron Fq(g)/p luminosities:
σ(sep) =
∫ xγmax
xγmin
dxγ
∫ 1−xγ
x
q(g)
min
dxq(g)Fγ/e(x
γ)Fq(g)/p(x
q(g))σˆ(sˆq(g)γ = x
γxq(g)sep), (7)
where sˆq(g)γ is the CM energy at parton (i.e., q(g)γ) level, while
xγminx
q(g)
min =
(Mfinal)
2
sep
, (8)
where Mfinal is the sum of the final state particle masses.
The multidimensional integrations have been performed numerically using the Monte
Carlo routine VEGAS [48].
To our knowledge, a detailed study, as for the cases of eγ and γγ collisions [49], on the
efficiency of the laser back–scattering method in converting e → γ at ep colliders does not
exist. In this paper we assume for the effective γp luminosity the same as the ep one, therefore
the conversion efficiency of electrons into backscattered γ’s is one. For the discussion of the
results we have adopted an overall total integrated luminosity L = 3 fb−1 per year, the value
of ref. [41].
For the numerical part of our work, we have taken αem = 1/128 and sin
2 θW ≡ s2W = 0.23,
while for the gauge boson masses and widths: MZ0 = 91.175 GeV, ΓZ0 = 2.5 GeV, MW± =
MZ0 cos θW ≡ MZ0cW and ΓW± = 2.2 GeV. For the fermions we have: me = 0.511 × 10−3
GeV, mµ = 0.105 GeV, mτ = 1.78 GeV, mu = 8.0 × 10−3 GeV, md = 15.0 × 10−3 GeV,
ms = 0.3 GeV, mc = 1.7 GeV, mb = 5.0 GeV and mt = 175 GeV [50], with all widths equal
to zero apart from Γt ≈ 1.58 GeV, adopting its tree–level expression). All neutrinos have
been considered massless: i.e., mνe = mνµ = mντ = 0. The Branching Ratios (BRs) of the
Higgs boson were extracted from ref. [51].
We have analysed the processes (1)–(3) over the mass range 60 GeV <∼ Mφ
<
∼ 140 GeV and
for ep CM energy ranging from 0.5 to 3.0 TeV, with special attention devoted to the case√
sep = 1.36 TeV, corresponding to the collision of an electron/positron beam from LEP II
and a proton beam from LHC [41].
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Results
In figs. 3–5 we present the dependence of processes (1)–(3) on the collider CM energy, for a
selection of Higgs masses: Mφ = 60, 80, 100, 120 and 140 GeV. Summations over all possible
combinations of (anti)flavours have been performed (the top contributions in the final states
are included8), as well as the integration over the initial g/q(q¯)– and γ–structure functions.
A general feature in figs. 3 and 5 is the rapid increase of all the plots with
√
sep, especially
for
√
sep
>
∼ 1 TeV. This is because for
√
sep much larger than the final particle masses, phase
space effects are quantitatively unimportant. The same effect is less evident in fig. 4, since
process (2) is affected by the s–channel structure of the corresponding Feynman diagrams,
whereas [part of ] these are in t–channel for process [(1)](3). We also notice that the cross
section for the process ep → W±φX is much larger than that of ep → Z0φX . This is due
to two reasons: first, the coupling φW+W− is larger than φZ0Z0 and second, in process (1)
there are additional diagrams (i.e., # 9–12 in fig. 1), some of which (i.e., # 11 and 12) are
not suppressed by Yukawa couplings.
In Tab. I we give the cross sections at the LEP⊗LHC CM energy √sep = 1.36 TeV.
To show the importance of the relative contributions of the various flavours entering in the
subprocesses (1)–(3), we give their separate rates in Tab. II atMφ = 60 GeV. For reaction (1)
at a fixed
√
sep, increasing the Higgs mass reduces the top quark contributions, this is due to
the limited phase space available, while the light flavours contributions (i.e., q = u, d, s, c and
b) do not change significantly. For example, the top contribution to process (1) diminishes
from 1.4% to 0.12% when Mφ increases from 60 to 140 GeV, whereas the contributions from
up (down) [strange] {charm}–initiated processes vary from ≈ 53 (35) [8] {3}% to ≈ 64 (29)
[5] {2}%. For process (2) there is no substantial phase space effect of this kind, since we
cannot have top contributions here. Thus the numbers do not differ as much: they are ≈ 74
(16) [4] {5} < 0.6 > % to ≈ 80 (14) [3] {3} < 0.33 >%, with the numbers in the “brackets”
<> corresponding to b–contributions. For reaction (3), things change dramatically because,
on the one hand, top–lines are not connected to the initial state as in (1) and the phase space
suppression due to the large top mass is important only if
√
sep
<
∼ 1 TeV, and on the other
hand, the Higgs always couples to the very massive top–quark through the (∼ mt) Yukawa
coupling, in all Feynman diagrams at tree–level. Because of this ∼ mq coupling the very light
flavours q = u, d and s give here completely negligible contributions, while c– and b–fractions
are suppressed by a factor of ≈ (mt/mc)2 ≈ 104 and ≈ (mt/mb)2 ≈ 1225, with respect to
the top ones. Therefore, for process (3), the top–contribution is by far the dominant one
for
√
sep
>
∼ 1 TeV and all φ–masses9. The corresponding numbers at the LEP⊗LHC energy,
varying Mφ in the range 60− 140 GeV, are: ≈0.0016–0.0013% for u–, ≈0.0013–0.0011% for
d–, ≈0.29–0.28% for s–, ≈17–20% for c–, ≈14–21% for b– and ≈69–58% for t–quarks.
Next, we checked if neglecting diagrams 1–6 [and 9–10] of process (2)[(1)] inside the
matrix elements, as done in ref. [41], where all quark masses were set equal to zero, could be
8As a first approximation only combinations of two flavours within the same quark doublet have been
computed for process (1), setting all Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa terms equal to one.
9Whereas for
√
sep
<
∼ 1 TeV the c–contribution is the largest one: in this case the effect of the qγ
electromagnetic coupling, which favours c–quarks, is dominant on the Yukawa qφ electroweak one, which
favours b–quarks.
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a source of error10. In doing this we needed to apply some cuts to avoid collinear and soft
singularities (in the couplings of the incoming photon to the outgoing quark qout) that would
otherwise make our amplitudes divergent. To do this, we require, e.g., | cos θγqout | < 0.95 and
|pqout| > 3 GeV: restrictions which are reasonably compatible with eventual requirements
from the detectors11. Setting again
√
sep = 1.36 TeV and Mφ = 60 GeV, we have found
percentage differences only of the order of 1 in 1000 in the case of light flavour final states,
and of ≈2% for the contribution bγ → tW−φ + c.c., in process (1). For reaction (2),
differences are appreciable only in the case of c– and b–quarks, these being ≈3% and ≈13%,
respectively. These mass effects are approximately the same over the whole intermediate Mφ
range. However, due to the relative flavour contributions of Tabs. IIa–IIb, when one sums
over all of these the effects are largely washed out. We also notice that the errors due to
neglecting the quark masses are larger for process (2) than for (1), since in the latter there
are also contributions (dominant with respect to the Higgs bremsstrahlung) coming from
γ → W+W− splitting whereas at tree–level there is no corresponding γ → Z0Z0 coupling.
Obviously, taking into account the masses in process (3) is crucial, since there the Higgs is
always produced through the Yukawa couplings qφ.
We know that in the mass range 60 GeV <∼ Mφ
<
∼ 140 GeV the dominant Higgs decay
mode is φ→ bb¯. The corresponding BR in the above interval varies from ≈ 0.85 at Mφ = 60
GeV to ≈ 0.38 at Mφ = 140 GeV, where the off–shell W±∗W∓ decay channel begins to
be competitive [51]. So, in order to maximise the number of signal events we look for
the φ → bb¯ signature. We further require flavour identification of b–jets, exploiting the
possibilities offered by b–tagging techniques, to reduce the large QCD backgrounds.
In processes (1)–(3) we have additional decaying particles12: a W± in qγ → q′W±φ, a Z0
in qγ → qZ0φ and two t’s in the gγ → tt¯φ contribution. So we expect the following possible
final signatures13:
ep→W±φX → (ℓνℓ)(bb¯)X,
ep→ Z0φX → (ℓℓ¯)(bb¯)X, (9)
or
ep→W±φX → (jj)(bb¯)X,
ep→ Z0φX → (jj)(bb¯)X, (10)
(where X represents the untagged particles in the final states) depending on whether the
electroweak massive vector bosons decay leptonically or hadronically, respectively14. As for
10We expect differences coming from phase space effects to be negligible for the light flavours u, d, s, c and
b, since mq <<
√
sep for all of them.
11Since similar cuts were not listed in ref. [41], we were unable to reproduce exactly the numbers there
computed.
12In principle, we also have t–quarks in process (1) which could decay to bW–pairs, but in practise,
contributions involving top quarks are here generally quite small if compared to those of the other flavours
and substantially negligible when we sum up all different combinations.
13We know that in all processes (1)–(3) we can have additional b’s from t/Z0–decays or bγ/gγ–fusion, but
we assume that complications coming from the fact of taking in those events a wrong combination bb¯ can be
largely avoided if we restrict to keep bb¯–invariant masses in the window |Mbb¯ −Mφ| < 5 GeV (see later on).
14We do not exploit here possible missing energy decays Z0 → νν¯ in process (2).
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process (3) we expect the signature
ep→ qq¯φX → jj(bb¯)X (11)
for light quark contributions, and
ep→ tt¯φX → bb¯W±(bb¯)X (12)
for top–quarks (with BR(t→ bW ) ≈ 1).
Therefore out of the ≈ 56−22[6−0.6] initial femtobarns of reaction (1)[(2)] at√sep = 1.36
TeV and for Mφ = 60 − 140 GeV, assuming L = 3 fb−1, we expect ≈ 99 − 18[11− < 1]
events for hadronic decays, and ≈ 42 − 8[2− < 1] for leptonic modes, whereas for reaction
(3), starting from ≈ 3.8− 0.24 fb, we end up with ≈ 10− < 1 events (7 of these come from
tt¯φ production with Mφ = 60 GeV), per year.
The irreducible backgrounds to the above signatures are ep → W±Z0X → W±(bb¯)X
and ep → t¯bX → bb¯W±X for process (1), ep → Z0Z0X → Z0(bb¯)X for (2), and ep →
qq¯Z0X → qq¯(bb¯)X for (3). These are always present, independently of the W±/Z0 decay
modes in processes (1)–(2). In addition, multi–jet photoproduction, W± + jets, Z0 + jets
and tt¯X → bb¯W±X production and decay events must be also considered.
A few remarks concerning the tb¯X background are needed here. We have mentioned
earlier that we take the e→ γ conversion efficiency ǫ (into back–scattered photons) equal to
1, which implies that all the incoming electrons are converted into photons and hence removed
from the interaction site. This motivates us to consider γp initiated processes only, and not
ep ones. Single–top production proceeds in γp collisions through the partonic subprocesses
qγ → q′W±∗γ → q′tb¯+ q′t¯b→ q′bb¯W± (i.e., via γW±–fusion) and gγ → tbW± → bb¯W+W−
(i.e., via γ → W+W− splitting and gγ–fusion), whereas in ep collisions it happens via e−g →
νeW
±∗g → tb¯νe. While this latter process has a very large cross section (approximately 1200
fb at
√
sep = 1.36 TeV), the sum of the first two gives rates generally at the level of one order
of magnitude larger than the ones of the signal qW±φ → qW±(bb¯), for mt = 175 GeV (see
below). Therefore, we would like to stress that it is extremely important that an efficiency ǫ
greater than ≈ 90% should be achievable, otherwise a non–negligible fraction (1− ǫ) of the
single–top background proceeding via W±g–fusion would enter in the experimental sample,
inducing a strong suppression of the signal versus background ratio. In fact, the production
rate of the qW±φ signal via bremsstrahlung photons is more than ten times smaller than
the one via backscattered γ’s [41].
While b–tagging identification should drastically reduce the backgrounds where b–quarks
are not present in the final states, this requirement is not generally enough if they are. In
this case, one has to look for invariant masses of the bb¯–pair in a window around Mφ, since
the most part of the signals lie within this region. In the case of top–resonant backgrounds
(i.e., t¯bX and tt¯X) we can also exploit the cut, e.g., |MbW→bjj−mt| > 15 GeV, which should
be very effective in reducing hadronic W±–decays since top–peaks are quite narrow (in fact,
Γt ≈ 1.58 GeV for mt = 175 GeV). Finally, if the Higgs mass turns out to be close to the
Z0–mass, the precise absolute normalizations of the processes involving Mbb¯ resonances are
needed.
Assuming good b–tagging performances such that it is possible to drastically eliminate
the non–b multi–jet photoproduction, W± + jets and Z0 + jets background events [41], and
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that the Mbb¯ cut is sufficient to suppress the above processes in the case of γ
∗/g∗ → bb¯
splitting, we end up having to deal only with the backgrounds ep→ W±Z0X → W±(bb¯)X ,
ep→ t¯bX → bb¯W±X , ep→ Z0Z0X → Z0(bb¯)X , ep→ tt¯X → bb¯W±X and ep→ qq¯Z0X →
qq¯(bb¯)X . Moreover, we should not forget that an additional drastic rejection factor on the
multi–jet background comes from requiring that Mjj/Mℓν¯ℓ,ℓℓ¯ has to reproduce MW± or MZ0
for processes (1)–(2), and that MbW→bjj ≈ mt for (3) when q = t (since this flavour is by far
the largest partonic contribution at the LEP⊗LHC energy).
In order to study the background rates, we have implemented their matrix elements in
FORTRAN codes generated by MadGraph [52] and HELAS [53]15. The total cross sections
of these processes are displayed in Tab. III, at
√
sep = 1.36 TeV, for the same γ– and
g/q(q¯)–structure functions and parameters employed for the signal processes. We notice that
backgrounds are in general much larger than the corresponding signals, both for the top–
resonant cases (continuum backgrounds) and for the Z0 → bb¯ ones (discrete backgrounds).
While in the former case this happens because of the top–resonant peaks, in the latter we
have that the qZ0 coupling does not depend on the q–mass (contrary to the Higgs one),
so light quarks give large contributions here. This is especially evident in the case of the
reaction ep → qq¯Z0. The rates for ep → Z0Z0X are of the same order of magnitude as
the signal ep→ Z0φX : in this case the contributions from Z0–bremsstrahlung off quarks in
the background (we do not have triple vector boson vertices in this case) are comparable to
those of the signal in which φ is emitted from a Z0–line.
However, in principle these very large rates should not be a problem since processes
ep→ W±Z0X , ep→ Z0Z0X and ep→ qq¯Z0X are really important only when Mφ ≈ MZ0 ,
whereas ep→ t¯bX → bb¯W±X and ep→ tt¯X → bb¯W±X are highly reduced when applying a
cut in the bb¯–invariant mass (i.e., Mbb¯ ≈ Mφ) and eventually, for W±–hadronic decays, also
the cut MbW ≈ mt can be used. In fig. 6 we give the differential distributions in the invariant
mass Mbb¯ for those backgrounds in which the bb¯–pair does not come from a Z
0–resonance:
i.e., t¯bX → bb¯W±X and tt¯X → bb¯W±X (W±–BRs are not included). For backgrounds
containing a Z0 → bb¯ resonance, we naively assume that all the Mbb¯ spectrum is contained
in the region |Mbb¯ −MZ0| ≤ 2ΓZ0 = 5 GeV.
Since we are concentrating on bb¯–invariant masses in the Mφ–region, we require that Mbb¯
of all events is in the window |Mbb¯ −Mφ| < 5 GeV, assuming that 10 GeV will be the mass
resolution of the detectors. The fractions of the total cross sections from t¯bX– and tt¯X–
production which pass this cut are given by the area under the Mbb¯ distributions of fig. 6
between Mφ− 5 and Mφ +5 GeV, while we assume that those of the Z0–resonant bb¯–events
are given by the formula [33]
δσ(Z0) = σ(Z0)
max(0, 10 GeV − |Mφ −MZ0 |)
10 GeV
. (13)
In using the above equation we tacitly assumed that the φ→ bb¯ peaks are also all contained
in a region of 10 GeV around the φ–pole16. The number of signal (S) and background (B)
events and their statistical significance (S/
√
B) are given in Tab. IV, for the three processes
15Since process ep → tt¯X → bb¯W±X was already studied in ref. [54], we also checked that the helicities
amplitudes we obtained reproduce the results of that paper (for bremsstrahlung photons).
16In fact, the Higgs width at Mφ = 140 GeV is Γφ ≈ 0.01 GeV.
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(1)–(3) and the sum of their backgrounds separately, for the usual selection of φ–masses,
after the Mbb¯ cut. BRs of hadronic and leptonic W
±/Z0–decays, giving the signatures in
eqs. (9)–(12), are included both for processes (1)–(2) and for the backgrounds. We do not
make any assumption about the W±–decays when q = t in process (3) and on the second
W± in tbX and tt¯X , treating them completely inclusively (i.e., such that W±’s can decay
either hadronically or leptonically).
If, as criteria for the observability of a signal, we require a rate S ≥ 6 events with a
significance S/
√
B > 4 for the detection of an isolated Higgs peak, while for the case of
Higgs peaks overlapping with Z0 peaks we require S ≥ 10 with S/√B > 6 [33], then we
see from Tab. IV that the situation seems to be discouraging both for hadronic and leptonic
W±– and Z0–decays, if Mφ >∼ 80 GeV. It does not look much better if one tries to make an
“inclusive” analysis, summing the rates for signals and backgrounds, as done in Tab. V. This
happens because the largest signal (i.e., W±φX) has a huge background, whereas the other
two signals (i.e., Z0φX and qq¯φX), even though virtually free from backgrounds, give very
few events.
Therefore, in the case of overlapping peaks it does not appear to be any possibility to
disentangle the signals (see Tabs. I and III), even after a few years of running. However,
if |Mφ − MZ0 | >∼ 5 GeV, region where only the continuum backgrounds are effective, one
can exploit (in the case of hadronic W±–decays) the restriction |MbW→bjj −mt| > 15 GeV
(for both the combinations bW+ and b¯W+, assuming to tag the positive gauge boson). For
this, in fig. 7 we plot the differential distributions in Mbb¯ of the t¯bX and tt¯X backgrounds,
after applying the above MbW cut. It is clear then how this cut turns out to be extremely
useful in rejecting the continuum backgrounds, since their rates are now reduced of ≈ 81%
(for tbX) and of ≈ 97% (for tt¯X). If we insert these reduction factors in Tabs. IV–V the
scenario changes completely, since we have now to divide all B’s by a factor of ≈ 13, and
multiply all S/
√
B’s by ≈ √13. This gives significancies much larger than 4 over almost all
the intermediate Higgs mass range (Mφ
<
∼ 120 GeV). At the same time, the reduction factor
for W±φX is just a few percent, since the corresponding distribution in MbW is nearly flat
(see fig. 8): e.g., approximately 7% for Mφ = 60 GeV and 8% for Mφ = 140 GeV.
A few comments concerning the mass resolution, |Mφ−Mbb¯| < 5 GeV, that we have used
throughout this paper are worth mentioning at this point. In ref. [38], a larger value was
adopted. Here, the fact that we perform the analysis at the parton level would enable us
to use for consistency a value of ≈ 7 GeV [18] (which corresponds to a resolution between
11 and 12.3 GeV at the jet–level). In addition, it has to be remembered that the real
performances of a possible ep CERN collider are not predictable at the moment, and it is
not inconceivable that by the time the LEP⊗LHC machine comes into operation further
progresses in resolving the mass spectra can be achieved. Therefore, for the time being,
we deliberately chose a smaller and more optimistic value. However, if eventually it turns
out that such a performance will not be feasible, the rates for a worse mass resolution (say
10 GeV) can be readily deduced from the ones given here. In fact, for the signals, due to
the small Higgs width in the intermediate mass range, they remain practically unchanged.
For the case of the discrete backgrounds we expect smaller significancies only in the region
around the Z0 peak, where it is already impossible to disentangle Higgs signals for a mass
resolution of 5 GeV. Finally, for the continuum backgrounds, the numbers would be roughly
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a factor two bigger (see figs. 6–7). Therefore, an additional (overall) reduction factor of
≈ √2 is expected, which should be compensated for by a year of extra running at the same
luminosity, with respect to the case of higher mass resolution.
So far we have assumed a 100% acceptance and detection efficiencies for j/ℓ’s in the
final states, the same for b–tagging. This is obviously completely unrealistic, and before
drawing definite conclusions a full analysis (including kinematical cuts, detector efficiencies,
hadronization effects, etc ...) should be done. We adopt here the set of kinematical cuts given
in ref. [38]. As the substantial part of Higgs signals would come from reaction (1), which
furthermore is the most affected by competitive backgrounds (contrary to processes (2)–(3),
which are virtually free from backgrounds in the region where Higgs signals can be disen-
tangled, Mφ 6= MZ0), we perform the study for the case W±φX and for the corresponding
(continuum) backgrounds.
If we assume as acceptance region the one defined by17:
• transverse momentum piT of at least 20 GeV;
• pseudorapidity |ηi| less than 4.5;
• separation ∆Rij =
√
∆ηij +∆ϕij > 1;
for all the i–th and j–th b’s and jets of the signature bb¯jjX , then the reduction factors for
theW±φX signal and the tbX and tt¯X background rates are: R ≈ 16−7 (forMφ = 60−140
GeV), ≈ 14 and ≈ 11, respectively.
That means that, on the one hand, the number of events is reduced to a few units per year
(from ≈ 3 at Mφ = 140 GeV to ≈ 8 at Mφ = 60 GeV, for hadronic W±–decays) whereas, on
the other hand, the effect on the significancies is a reduction factor approximately equal to
4(2), for Mφ = 60(140) GeV. Therefore, we would conclude that even though these selection
criteria act in the direction of favouring the backgrounds, largely spoiling the effectiveness
of the MbW→bjj cut, nevertheless, the final values we obtain for S, B and S/
√
B shouldn’t
substantially modify our above positive conclusions, but only imposing the requirement of
accumulating a higher luminosity (in at least two years time), in order to clearly disentangle
Higgs signals. In general, we would like to stress here that our choice of kinematical cuts
could well be different from the one which will be at the end imposed by the real LEP⊗LHC
detectors. At present, in fact, the acceptances of these latter have yet not been looked into,
as even the most recent and complete studies on the argument only deal with simulations
done for the LHC (see the ATLAS [55] and CMS [56] Technical Proposals). That is, we
wonder if detectors designed for a pp machine will be the same and/or will work in the
same configuration even when they will be set up around a different kind of machine, an ep
collider. Nothing prevent us then from thinking that by the time the LEP⊗LHC collider will
be operating both the improvement in the detection techniques and the necessity to design
the detectors in view of their best performances at an ep machine, could end up by reducing
the impact of the acceptance cuts on the event selection procedure.
Concerning flavour identification, it is clear that high b–tagging performances and excel-
lent not–b rejection are needed, at least as the ones expected at the LHC in the pp mode
[18].
17In the case of the signal no requirement is imposed on the spectator jet from the q′–quark in (1).
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Before concluding, we notice here how processes like (1)–(3) could turn out to be ex-
tremely interesting if one considers their counterparts, e.g., in the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM). Here quark–Higgs couplings proportional to tanβ can enhance
the signals up to O(1000) times for very large tanβ. This drastic enhancement happens
when considering the contribution of diagrams involving the bremsstrahlung of the pseu-
doscalar boson A0 off massive down–type quarks (i.e., b–quarks: hence masses should be
included). This occurs in all the Feynman diagrams of process (3), while it only happens
for the suppressed graphs 1–6 [and 9,10] in (2)[(1)]. These latter contribute to the total rate
at the level of % for the SM case but are the only surviving ones for the MSSM (since
the pseudoscalar boson A0 does not couple to vector bosons at tree–level). In addition, in
processes (1)–(3), once we substitute φ by one of the MSSM neutral Higgses H0, h0 and
A0 and we also include the flavour changing cases in which φ↔ H± and double Higgs pro-
ductions in qγ fusion (W± ↔ H± and Z0 ↔ H0, h0, A0), we will have a very rich laboratory
where all the fundamental interactions of theMSSM can be carefully studied. A complete
analysis within this Model will be presented elsewhere [57].
Summary and conclusions
In summary, we have studied the production cross sections of the SM Higgs φ with mass in
the range 60 GeV <∼ Mφ
<
∼ 140 GeV at a next–generation ep collider, with 500 GeV <∼
√
sep
<
∼
3 TeV, through the partonic processes
γq(q¯)→ q′(q¯′)W±φ,
γq(q¯)→ q(q¯)Z0φ
and
gγ → qq¯φ,
for all possible (massive) flavours of the quarks q(q′), with incoming photons generated via
Compton back–scattering of laser light.
Special attention has been devoted to the case of the planned CERN LEP⊗LHC ep
collider (with
√
sep ≈ 1.36 TeV), where signatures in which the Higgs decays to bb¯–pairs
were studied, exploiting the possibilities given by b–tagging techniques.
We concluded that at this machine, apart from the caseMφ ≈MZ0 which is impossible to
disentangle, Higgs signals should be detectable above all the possible backgrounds over the
most part of the remaining intermediate mass range, by searching for the hadronic decays
of W±’s in process (1), in particular after approximately a couple of years running at the
luminosity L = 3 fb−1 if Mφ <∼ 120 GeV. Due to the fact that the leptonic decay channels of
the W±’s give small rates and that a cut in the invariant mass MbW is not applicable in this
case, no possibility of detections exists if W± → ℓν¯ℓ. Therefore, in this respect, we disagree
with the conclusions given in ref. [41]. In the case of processes (2)–(3), after the acceptance
cuts here adopted we expect to get significant number of events only for a value of L much
bigger than the one assumed here (more than an order of magnitude).
In general, if the LHC detectors will not be able to achieve the necessary performances
for all the foreseen Higgs measurements, then the LEP⊗LHC collider option could provide
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interesting prospects of studying the SM Higgs boson parameters (i.e., Mφ, Γφ, BRs, etc
...) in the intermediate mass range, in an environment partially free from the QCD back-
ground typical of pp/pp¯ accelerators, especially if larger b–tagging performances and/or a
high luminosity can be achieved, in advance of a possible future NLC.
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Appendix
In this section we present the explicit formulae for the helicity amplitudes of the processes
we have studied. Definitions of S, Y and Z functions and of other quantities (p, λ, µ, η,
etc...), which enter in the following, can be found in ref. [58], with identical notation.
Here, we introduce the definitions:
− b1 = −b2 = b3 = 2b4 = 2b5 = 2b6 = 2b7 = 1 (14)
for the coefficients of the incoming/outgoing four–momenta,
DV (p) =
1
p2 −M2V
, Dq(p) =
1
p2 −m2q
(15)
for the propagators, where V = W±, Z0 and q = u or d,
Ni = [4(pi · qi)]−1/2, i = 1, 2 (16)
for the gluon (i = 1) and photon (i = 2) normalisation factor, where pi(qi) is the massless
vector four–momentum(any four–vector not proportional to pi), with i = 1, 2 [43]. The
symbols r1 and r2 represent two light–like four–momenta satisfying the relations
r21 = r
2
2 = 0, r
µ
1 + r
µ
2 = p
µ
4 , (17)
(dΩr1(r2) indicates the solid angle of r1(2) in the rest frame of p4) [43], p6 and p7 are antispinor
four–momenta such that
pµ6 ≡ pµ4 , pµ7 ≡ pµ5 , (18)
and ∑
λ=±
u(pi, λ)u¯(pi, λ) = p
/
i
−mi, with i = 6, 7, (19)
while ∑
λ=±
u(pi, λ)u¯(pi, λ) = p
/
i
+mi, with i = 4, 5. (20)
We also define the spinor functions18
X2 =
∑
λ=±
∑
i=1,3
(−bi)Y ([2]; [i]; 1, 1)Y ([i]; (2); 1, 1),
18Throughout this appendix we adopt the symbol {λ} to denote a set of helicities of all external particles
in a given reaction,
∑
{λ} to indicate the usual sum over all their possible combinations, and the symbol∑
i=j,k,l,... to indicate a sum over j, k, l, ... with index i.
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X4 =
∑
λ=±
∑
i=5,7
biY ({1}; [i]; 1, 1)Y ([i]; {2}; 1, 1),
X qV (′)31 =
∑
λ=±
∑
i=4,6(5,7)
biY ([3]; [i]; 1, 1)Y ([i]; [1]; c
q
RV
, cqLV ),
Y (′)2 =
∑
λ=±
∑
i=4,6(5,7)
biY ([2]; [i]; 1, 1)Y ([i]; (2); 1, 1),
Y4 =
∑
λ=±
Y ({1}; p2, λ; 1, 1)Y (p2, λ; {2}; 1, 1),
F qV31 = µ1η1Y ([3]; [1]; cqLV , cqRV )− µ3η3Y ([3]; [1]; cqRV , cqLV ),
YqV31 =
∑
λ=±
Y ([3]; p2, λ; 1, 1)Y (p2, λ; [1]; c
q
RV
, cqLV ),
Y˜qV31 = YqV31 −
F qV31
M2V
p2 · (p4 + p5),
Z24 = Z([2]; (2); {1}; {2}; 1, 1; 1, 1),
ZqV312 = Z([3]; [1]; [2]; (2); cqRV , cqLV ; 1, 1),
Z˜qV312 = ZqV312 −
F qV31
M2V
(Y2 + Y ′2),
ZqV314 = Z([3]; [1]; {1}; {2}; cqRV , cqLV ; 1, 1),
Z˜qV314 = ZqV314 −
F qV31
M2V
(X4 −Y4), (21)
where V represents a gauge boson W±, Z0 or γ, q = u or d (u– and d–type quarks of
arbitrary masses mu and md, respectively), and with the short–hand notations [x] = px, λx
(x = 1, ...4), (x) = qx, λx (x = 1, 2) and {x} = rx,− (x = 1, 2).
In the following we adopt [i] = pi, λ and [j] = pj , λ
′, whereas the couplings cR, cL and H
can be easily deduced from tabs. VI–VII. Also, we sometimes make use of the equalities
Y2 + Y ′2 = X2, X qV31 + X qV
′
31 = YqV31 + F qV31 . (22)
1. Process dγ → uW−φ.
In order to obtain from fig. 1 the Feynman graphs of the process
d(p1, λ1) + γ(p2, λ2) −→ u(p3, λ3) +W−(p4) + φ(p5), (23)
one has to make the following assignments:
q = d, q′ = u, V (∗) = W±(∗). (24)
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The corresponding matrix element, summed over final spins and averaged over initial ones,
is given by ∣∣∣M ∣∣∣ = e6
4
N22
3
8πM2W±
∑
{λ}
∫
dΩr1(r2)
12∑
l,m=1
T
{λ}
l T
{λ}∗
m , (25)
where
iT
{λ}
1 = Du(p3 + p5)Dd(p1 + p2)M
{λ}
1 H1, iT {λ}2 = Dd(p3 + p4)Dd(p1 + p2)M{λ}2 H2,
iT
{λ}
3 = Dd(p3 + p4)Dd(p1 − p5)M{λ}3 H3, iT {λ}4 = Du(p3 + p5)Du(p1 − p4)M{λ}4 H4,
iT
{λ}
5 = Du(p3 − p2)Du(p1 − p4)M{λ}5 H5, iT {λ}6 = Du(p3 − p2)Dd(p1 − p5)M{λ}6 H6,
iT
{λ}
7 = DW±(p4 + p5)Dd(p1 + p2)M
{λ}
7 H7, iT {λ}8 = DW±(p4 + p5)Du(p3 − p2)M{λ}8 H8,
iT
{λ}
9 = DW±(p2 − p4)Du(p3 + p5)M{λ}9 H9, iT {λ}10 = DW±(p2 − p4)Dd(p1 − p5)M{λ}10 H10,
iT
{λ}
11 = DW±(p1−p3)DW±(p4+p5)M{λ}11 H11, iT {λ}12 = DW±(p1−p3)DW±(p2−p4)M{λ}12 H12.
(26)
We have
M
{λ}
1 =
∑
λ=±
∑
λ′=±
∑
i=3,5,7
∑
j=1,2
(−bibj)Y ([3]; [i]; cuRφ, cuLφ)
×Z([i]; [j]; {1}; {2}; cR
W±
, cL
W±
; 1, 1)Z([j]; [1]; [2]; (2); cdRγ , c
d
Lγ ; 1, 1),
M
{λ}
2 =
∑
λ=±
∑
λ′=±
∑
i=3,4,6
∑
j=1,2
(−bibj)Z([3]; [i]; {1}; {2}; cR
W±
, cL
W±
; 1, 1)
×Y ([i]; [j]; cdRφ, cdLφ)Z([j]; [1]; [2]; (2); cdRγ , cdLγ ; 1, 1),
M
{λ}
3 =
∑
λ=±
∑
λ′=±
∑
i=3,4,6
∑
j=1,5
(−bibj)Z([3]; [i]; {1}; {2}; cR
W±
, cL
W±
; 1, 1)
×Z([i]; [j]; [2]; (2); cdRγ , cdLγ ; 1, 1)Y ([j]; [1]; cdRφ, cdLφ),
M
{λ}
4 =
∑
λ=±
∑
λ′=±
∑
i=3,5,7
∑
j=1,4,6
(−bibj)Y ([3]; [i]; cuRφ, cuLφ)
×Z([i]; [j]; [2]; (2); cuRγ , cuLγ ; 1, 1)Z([j]; [1]; {1}; {2}; cRW± , cLW± ; 1, 1),
M
{λ}
5 =
∑
λ=±
∑
λ′=±
∑
i=3,2
∑
j=1,4,6
(−bibj)Z([3]; [i]; [2]; (2); cuRγ , cuLγ ; 1, 1)
×Y ([i]; [j]; cuRφ , cuLφ)Z([j]; [1]; {1}; {2}; cRW± , cLW± ; 1, 1),
M
{λ}
6 =
∑
λ=±
∑
λ′=±
∑
i=3,2
∑
j=1,5,7
(−bibj)Z([3]; [i]; [2]; (2); cuRγ , cuLγ ; 1, 1)
×Z([i]; [j]; {1}; {2}; cR
W±
, cL
W±
; 1, 1)Y ([j]; [1]; cdRφ, c
d
Lφ
),
M
{λ}
7 =
∑
λ=±
∑
i=1,2
(−bi)Z([i]; [1]; [2]; (2); cdRγ , cdLγ ; 1, 1)
×{Z([3]; [i]; {1}; {2}; cR
W±
, cL
W±
; 1, 1)
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− X4
M2W±
[
∑
λ′=±
∑
j=1,2,3
(−bj)Y ([3]; [j]; 1, 1)Y ([j]; [i]; cR
W±
, cL
W±
)]},
M
{λ}
8 =
∑
λ=±
∑
i=2,3
(bi)Z([3]; [i]; [2]; (2); c
u
Rγ , c
u
Lγ ; 1, 1)
×{Z([i]; [1]; {1}; {2}; cR
W±
, cL
W±
; 1, 1)
− X4
M2W±
[
∑
λ′=±
∑
j=1,2,3
(−bj)Y ([i]; [j]; 1, 1)Y ([j]; [1]; cR
W±
, cL
W±
)]},
M
{λ}
9 =
∑
λ=±
∑
i=3,5,7
(2bi)Y ([3]; [i]; c
u
Rφ
, cuLφ)
×[Z24
∑
λ′=±
Y ([i]; p2, λ
′; 1, 1)Y (p2, λ′; [1]; cR
W±
, cL
W±
)
−Y2Z({1}; {2}; [i]; [1]; 1, 1; cR
W±
, cL
W±
)−Y4Z([2]; (2); [i]; [1]; 1, 1; cR
W±
, cL
W±
)],
M
{λ}
10 =
∑
λ=±
∑
i=1,5,7
(−2bi)Y ([i]; [1]; cdRφ, cdLφ)
×[Z24
∑
λ′=±
Y ([3]; p2, λ
′; 1, 1)Y (p2, λ′; [i]; cR
W±
, cL
W±
)
−Y2Z({1}; {2}; [3]; [i]; 1, 1; cR
W±
, cL
W±
)−Y4Z([2]; (2); [3]; [i]; 1, 1; cR
W±
, cL
W±
)],
M
{λ}
11 = Z24(FW
±
31 + 2YW
±
31 )− 2X2Z˜W
±
314 − (2Y4 − X4)Z˜W
±
312
− 1
M2W±
[X2X4(YW±31 −XW
±
31 −XW
±
′
31 )+(p1−p3)2(Z24FW
±
31 + Z˜W
±
312 X4)+2p2 · (p1−p3)Z24FW
±
31 ]
− 1
M4W±
{[(p1 − p3)2 + p2 · (p1 − p3)]X4(Y2 −Y ′2)FW
±
31 },
M
{λ}
12 = 2(Y˜W
±
31 Z24 −Y2Z˜W
±
314 − Y4Z˜W
±
312 ). (27)
2. Process dγ → dZ0φ.
The Feynman graphs for the process
d(p1, λ1) + γ(p2, λ2) −→ d(p3, λ3) + Z0(p4) + φ(p5), (28)
can be obtained from fig. 1 by setting
q = q′ = d, V (∗) = Z0(∗). (29)
The formulae for the amplitude squared are practically the same as in the previous section,
considering the first 8 amplitudes only (i.e., M
{λ}
i = 0 for i = 9, ...12), with the relabeling:
u→ d, W± → Z0, (30)
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in eqs. (25)–(27).
3. Process gγ → uu¯φ.
The Feynman diagrams for
g(p1, λ1) + γ(p2, λ2) −→ u(p3, λ3) + u¯(p4, λ4) + φ(p5), (31)
are shown in fig. 2, where q = u. The amplitude squared is
∣∣∣M ∣∣∣ = e4g2s
4
N21N
2
2
∑
{λ}
6∑
l,m=1
T
{λ}
l T
{λ}∗
m . (32)
The expressions for the T
{λ}
i ’s are
−iT {λ}1 = Du(p3 + p5)Du(p1 − p4)M{λ}1 H1, −iT {λ}2 = Du(p3 − p2)Du(p1 − p4)M{λ}2 H2,
−iT {λ}3 = Du(p3 − p2)Du(p4 + p5)M{λ}3 H3,
−iT {λ}i+3 = −iT {λ}i (p3 ↔ p4), i = 1, ...3, (33)
while the spinor functions are
M
{λ}
1 =
∑
λ=±
∑
λ′=±
∑
i=3,5,7
∑
j=1,4
(−bibj)Y ([3]; [i]; cuRφ, cuLφ)
×Z([i]; [j]; [2]; (2); cuRγ , cuLγ ; 1, 1)Z([j]; [4]; [1]; (1); cuRg, cuLg ; 1, 1),
M
{λ}
2 =
∑
λ=±
∑
λ′=±
∑
i=2,3
∑
j=1,4
(−bibj)Z([3]; [i]; [2]; (2); cuRγ , cuLγ ; 1, 1)
×Y ([i]; [j]; cuRφ , cuLφ)Z([j]; [4]; [1]; (1); cuRg , cuLg ; 1, 1),
M
{λ}
3 =
∑
λ=±
∑
λ′=±
∑
i=2,3
∑
j=4,5,7
(−bibj)Z([3]; [i]; [2]; (2); cuRγ , cuLγ ; 1, 1)
×Z([i]; [j]; [1]; (1); cuRg , cuLg ; 1, 1)Y ([j]; [4]; cuRφ, cuLφ),
M
{λ}
i+3 = M
{λ}
i (p3 ↔ p4), i = 1, ...3. (34)
By trivial relabeling and sign exchanges, it is possible to obtain from the above formulae the
corresponding ones for the u–type quark initiated processes
uγ → dW+φ,
uγ → uZ0φ, (35)
as for the charge conjugate reactions
d¯γ → u¯W+φ,
d¯γ → d¯Z0φ. (36)
Finally, the same it can be done for obtaining the helicity amplitudes for the g–initiated
process
gγ → dd¯φ. (37)
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Table Captions
Tab. I Production cross sections for processes (1)–(3), at
√
sep = 1.36 TeV, with Mφ =
60, 80, 100, 120 and 140 GeV. The HMRS(B) structure functions are used. The errors
are the statistical errors on the numerical calculation.
Tab. II Production cross sections for processes (1)–(3) in (a)–(c), respectively, at
√
sep =
1.36 TeV, with Mφ = 60 GeV, for all different flavour combinations entering in the
partonic subprocesses. The HMRS(B) structure functions are used. The errors are the
statistical errors on the numerical calculation.
Tab. III Production cross sections for the background processes discussed in the text. The
HMRS(B) structure functions are used. The errors are the statistical errors on the
numerical calculation.
Tab. IV Number of signal (S) and background events (B) and their statistical signif-
icance (S/
√
B), for the processes (1)–(3), at
√
sep = 1.36 TeV, in the window
|Mbb¯ −Mφ| < 5 GeV, for the usual selection of Higgs masses. Numbers correspond
to hadronic(leptonic) decays of the W±/Z0’s. The HMRS(B) structure functions are
used. The symbol “–” indicates the case in which the backgrounds do not constitute
a problem in disentangling the signals.
Tab. V Total number of signal (Stot) and background events (Btot) and their statistical
significance (Stot/
√
Btot), after summing the numbers in tab. IV in “inclusive” rates.
Tab. VI SM Higgs boson H–couplings to the gauge bosons W± and Z0.
Tab. VII SM right and left handed couplings (cR, cL) of u– and d–type quarks to the
neutral gauge bosons g, γ, Z0, to the charged W±’s and to the Higgs boson φ. We
have gqR = −Qqs2W and gqL = T q3 − Qqs2W (q = u, d), with (Qu, T u) = (+23 , 12) and
(Qd, T d3 ) = (−13 ,−12) for quark charges and isospins.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1 Feynman diagrams contributing in lowest order to qγ → q′V φ, where q(q′) represents
a quark, V (V ∗) an external(internal) vector boson and φ the SM Higgs boson, in the
unitary gauge. In the case V = Z0 and q′ = q only the first eight diagrams of fig. 1
contribute.
Fig. 2 Feynman diagrams contributing in the lowest order to gγ → qq¯φ, where q represents
a quark and φ the SM Higgs boson, in the unitary gauge.
Fig. 3 Cross sections of process (1) as a function of
√
sep, for a selection of Higgs masses.
The HMRS(B) structure functions are used.
Fig. 4 Cross sections of process (2) as a function of
√
sep, for a selection of Higgs masses.
The HMRS(B) structure functions are used.
Fig. 5 Cross sections of process (3) as a function of
√
sep, for a selection of Higgs masses.
The HMRS(B) structure functions are used.
Fig. 6 Differential distributions in the invariant mass of the bb¯–pair Mbb¯ for the t¯bX →
bb¯W±X and tt¯X → bb¯W±X backgrounds, at √sep = 1.36 TeV. The HMRS(B) struc-
ture functions are used.
Fig. 7 Differential distributions in the invariant mass of the bb¯–pair Mbb¯ for the t¯bX →
bb¯W±X and tt¯X → bb¯W± backgrounds, at √sep = 1.36 TeV, after the cut |MbW→bjj−
mt| > 15 GeV. The HMRS(B) structure functions are used.
Fig. 8 Differential distributions in the invariant mass of the bW–systemMWb for the t¯bX →
bb¯W±X and tt¯X → bb¯W±X backgrounds, and the signal W±φX → W±(bb¯)X with
Mφ = 60, 140 GeV, at
√
sep = 1.36 TeV. The HMRS(B) structure functions are used.
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σ (fb)
Mφ (GeV) q
′W±φ qZ0φ qq¯φ
60 55.61± 0.34 6.13± 0.10 3.806± 0.058
80 42.84± 0.25 3.056± 0.052 1.765± 0.029
100 34.53± 0.14 1.581± 0.028 0.872± 0.013
120 27.56± 0.11 0.798± 0.024 0.4513± 0.0068
140 22.048± 0.080 0.547± 0.018 0.2419± 0.0039
√
s = 1.36 TeV HMRS(B)
Table I
Flavours σ (fb)
uγ → dW+φ+ u¯γ → d¯W−φ 29.58± 0.15
dγ → uW−φ+ d¯γ → u¯W+φ 19.37± 0.30
sγ → cW−φ+ s¯γ → c¯W+φ 4.228± 0.021
cγ → sW+φ+ c¯γ → s¯W−φ 1.620± 0.012
bγ → tW−φ+ b¯γ → t¯W+φ 0.7995± 0.0033
√
s = 1.36 TeV HMRS(B) Mφ = 60 GeV
Table IIa
Flavours σ (fb)
uγ → uZ0φ+ u¯γ → u¯Z0φ 4.535± 0.097
dγ → dZ0φ+ d¯γ → d¯Z0φ 0.982± 0.025
sγ → sZ0φ+ s¯γ → s¯Z0φ 0.2707± 0.0015
cγ → cZ0φ+ c¯γ → c¯Z0φ 0.3018± 0.0012
bγ → bZ0φ+ b¯γ → b¯Z0φ 0.03839± 0.00017
√
s = 1.36 TeV HMRS(B) Mφ = 60 GeV
Table IIb
Flavours σ (fb)
gγ → uu¯φ (60.4± 2.2)× 10−6
gγ → dd¯φ (51.09± 0.83)× 10−6
gγ → ss¯φ (11.113± 0.071)× 10−3
gγ → cc¯φ 0.6572± 0.0025
gγ → bb¯φ 0.5188± 0.0019
gγ → tt¯φ 2.6192± 0.0049
√
s = 1.36 TeV HMRS(B) Mφ = 60 GeV
Table IIc
Background σ (fb)
ep→W±Z0X 224.3± 1.9
ep→ t¯bX → bb¯W±X 535.3± 5.1
ep→ tt¯X → bb¯W±X 1114.7± 1.4
ep→ Z0Z0X 12.15± 0.50
ep→ qq¯Z0X 3714± 91
√
s = 1.36 TeV HMRS(B)
Table III

Process S B S/
√
B Mφ (GeV)
q′W±φ 99(42) 418(179) 4.84(3.14)
qZ0φ 11(2) 0(0) −(−) 60
qq¯φ 10 0 −
q′W±φ 75(32) 452(194) 3.53(2.30)
qZ0φ 5(1) 0(0) −(−) 80
qq¯φ 4 0 −
q′W±φ 59(25) 412(177) 2.91(1.88)
qZ0φ 3(0) 0(0) −(0) 100
qq¯φ 2 196 0.14
q′W±φ 41(17) 357(153) 2.17(1.37)
qZ0φ 1(0) 0(0) −(0) 120
qq¯φ 1 0 −
q′W±φ 18(8) 300(128) 1.10(0.71)
qZ0φ 0(0) 0(0) 0(0) 140
qq¯φ 0 0 0
Table IV
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Stot Btot Stot/
√
Btot Mφ (GeV)
120(44) 418(179) 5.87(3.32) 60
84(33) 452(194) 3.95(2.37) 80
64(26) 608(373) 2.60(1.35) 100
43(18) 357(153) 2.28(1.46) 120
19(8) 300(128) 1.10(0.71) 140
Table V
φ
W±W∓ MW±
sW
Z0Z0
M
W±
sW c
2
W
Table VI
g γ Z0 W± φ
(1, 1) Qq(1, 1) 1
sW cW
(gqR, g
q
L)
1√
2sW
(0, 1) mq
2M
W±
sW
(1, 1)
Table VII
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Fig. 1 (Continued)
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